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Abstract

The development of microstructures and textures (i.e. crystallographic preferred orientations) during recrystallisation of naturally

deformed quartz polycrystals has been studied via electron diffraction techniques in the scanning electron microscope. In the investigated

sample series of quartz-rich rocks originating from different deformation regimes, the microstructural and textural changes in quartz have

been signi®cantly in¯uenced by dynamic recrystallisation. Based on microstructural observations paired with orientation and misorientation

analyses down to the scale of grains and subgrains, criteria could be established which characterise the dominant recrystallisation process and

its in¯uence on texture development. It is shown that the texture development during dynamic recrystallisation is controlled by a differential

activation of slip systems in grains of `soft' and `hard' orientations. The analyses provide further evidence that speci®c grain orientations are

preferred during crystal plastic deformation, recrystallisation and grain growth. The in¯uence of twinning after the DauphineÂ law was also

investigated. Observations of a progressive reduction in the population of DauphineÂ-twin boundaries during recrystallisation and a

penetrative deformation in both hosts and twins indicate a generation prior to deformation and recrystallisation. A mechanical origin for

twinning and possible in¯uence on texture development was therefore discarded. q 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Quartz texture analyses in naturally deformed quartzitic

rocks have contributed importantly to the interpretation of

deformation in these rocks. Together with experimental

deformation studies (e.g. Green et al., 1970; Tullis et al.,

1973) and numerical models (e.g. Etchecopar, 1977; Lister

et al., 1978), the relationship between strain symmetry,

®nite strain axes and characteristic texture patterns can be

established (see reviews by Schmid and Casey, 1986; Law

1990).

However, the relative importance of recrystallisation for

texture development in contrast to the well-established

concepts of deformation by intracrystalline slip (e.g.

Hobbs 1985) has only been considered in relatively few

studies (e.g. Urai et al., 1986; Jessell 1987, 1988a,b;

Drury and Urai, 1990; Jessell and Lister, 1990; Wenk et

al., 1997). This was mainly due to the dif®culty in investi-

gating mechanisms responsible for texture development

with the traditional techniques, i.e. by utilising optical

quartz-c-axis measurements or integrative X-ray measure-

ments. With the advent of electron diffraction techniques in

the scanning electron microscope (SEM), namely the

orientation contrast (OC), electron channelling patterns

(ECP) and electron back-scattered patterns (EBSP) tech-

niques (see Dingley, 1984; Lloyd, 1987, 1994), it became

feasible to measure complete crystallographic orientations

of single crystallites with direct reference to the micro-

structure and therefore to address these shortcomings (e.g.

Neumann, 1996; Lloyd et al., 1997; Trimby et al., 1998;

Heidelbach et al., 2000). Examples of deformed rocks

other than quartz are given by Leiss and Barber (1999),

Prior (1999) and Fliervoet et al. (1999).

The aim of the present study was to investigate the micro-

structure and texture development, as well as the active

mechanisms during recrystallisation of quartz-rich rocks

from different deformation regimes. For that purpose two

distinct sample suites were chosen, where plastic deforma-

tion and recrystallisation led to pronounced textures (i.e.

crystallographic preferred orientations) and characteristic

microstructures. Moreover, the samples were expected to

show a clear textural and microstructural development

since they represent two end-member cases of dynamic

recrystallisation: grain growth due to dominant grain

boundary migration (GBM) and grain re®nement due to

dominant subgrain rotation. It was attempted to ®nd distinct
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orientation and misorientation characteristics which will

allow unambiguous distinction between the different recrys-

tallisation processes. Another objective was to unravel the

in¯uence of crystal plastic deformation and recrystallisation

on texture development on a grain and subgrain scale, as

well as their relative in¯uence on local orientations and

misorientations.

These data are of vital importance for the quantitative

modelling of texture development during recrystallisation

(Jessell and Lister, 1990; Wenk and Christie, 1991) and

may contribute to a better general understanding of texture

development in quartz polycrystals.

2. Description of samples

2.1. Metaquartzites

The ®rst sample suite consists of macroscopically homo-

geneous and coarse-grained metaquartzites. They stem from

a several-hundred-metres-thick sequence of metaquartzites

in the crystalline basement of the Heimefrontfjella mountain

range (Antarctica), which were deformed under amphibolite

grade conditions in the vicinity of the `Heimefront Shear

Zone'. The latter is a major dextral transpression zone,

which was active during the Kibaran orogeny (Jacobs et

al., 1993; Neumann, 1996). The transpressive character of

deformation correlates well with observations of simulta-

neous folding and dextral shear deformation in the meta-

quartzite sequence. On the sample scale this is characterised

by a pronounced rodding and a mineral stretching lineation

parallel to the local fold axes. The foliation of the samples is

weakly de®ned by the alignment of muscovite grains.

The investigated metaquartzite samples mainly consist of

up to 97 vol.% quartz and a variable content (3±8 vol.%) of

dispersed muscovite grains. The quartz microstructure is

completely recrystallised and shows highly variable grain

sizes of up to 5 mm and irregular grain shapes and bound-

aries due to an extensive grain growth by GBM. One of the

metaquartzite samples can be separated into distinct

domains with different average quartz grain sizes. The

grain size differences in these domains are proportional to

the variable muscovite content. These domainal grain size

variations are here interpreted as a model for different stages

in the recrystallisation or grain growth history. The two end

members, a relatively ®ne-grained (1) and a very coarse-

grained domain (2), were used for the detailed analyses

presented below.

2.2. Quartz ribbon-bearing mylonites

The second sample suite consists of quartz ribbon-bearing

mylonites, which were taken from a pro®le section across a

small-scale sinistral shear zone in the Ivrea Zone, N Italy

(for a further description see Dornbusch, 1995; Neumann,

1996). Similar high-temperature mylonitic shear zones of

several decimetres- to hundreds-of-metres thickness are

developed in all lithological units across the primary gran-

ulite facies of the NW part of the Ivrea Zone. Initiated

during the Hercynian age, they formed a network of conju-

gated, shallow-dipping faults which were compensating for

lateral extension of the lower crust (Rutter et al., 1993).

After reactivation during a Triassic extensional phase they

have been tilted into their present steep position during the

alpine deformation (Schmid et al., 1987).

The investigated mylonite samples represent a pro®le

from low- to high-shear strains, i.e. from margin to the

centre of the shear zone. They show a characteristic SC-

type fabric with an increasingly pronounced mylonitic

foliation towards the shear zone centre. An incremental

elongation and ¯attening of the quartz ribbons parallel to

the mylonitic foliation is accompanied by a progressive

grain re®nement due to dynamic recrystallisation via

subgrain rotation (see Section 4.2). The quartz ribbons

are embedded in a matrix of recrystallised plagioclase,

alkali feldspar and deformed orthopyroxene clasts. The

microstructure and texture development of quartz occurred

in an inhomogeneous manner due to strain-partitioning

within different quartz ribbon domains and characteristic

internal microfabric domains. The development is inter-

preted to be the result of a deformation increment at a

late stage during shear zone development, subsequent to

plagioclase recrystallisation. This late deformation mainly

affected the quartz ribbons, which acted as the ductile

phase within the `hard' feldspar±pyroxene matrix. The

two end members, i.e. the low- (1) and high-shear-strain

sample (2) of the sequence, were chosen for the detailed

analyses presented below.

3. Experimental techniques

3.1. Electron diffraction techniques

Backscattered electron (BSE) diffraction in the SEM has

become an important tool for the combined study of micro-

structures and textures (i.e. crystallographic preferred orien-

tations) in crystalline materials, which is often also referred

to as microtexture analysis (Humphreys, 1988; Randle,

1992).

The following electron diffraction techniques in the SEM

were used for the microtexture analyses presented below:

OC imaging, ECP (here synonymously used with selected

area channelling patterns) and EBSP. All these techniques

result from the orientation-dependent scattering of incident

electrons at the atomic lattice planes (Bragg-diffraction)

within a (poly)crystalline material (for reviews see Lloyd,

1987, 1994; Dingley and Randle, 1992).

For the generation of OC, ECP or EBSP images the

surface quality of the specimen is a critical factor. The

procedures of specimen preparation, surface polishing and

coating as well as their effects on image and pattern quality

in geological specimens as applied in this study are
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described in e.g. Lloyd (1987, 1994) and Neumann (1996).

All samples were cut to square blocks with ,15 mm edge

length and mounted in raisin cylinders. The blocks were

then mechanically ground and polished in steps down to

0.25 mm diamond paste. To ®nally remove all surface

damage the samples were chemically mechanically polished

for 8±16 h using SYTON ¯uid. A thin carbon coat was

applied to the samples in order to prevent charging.

The various techniques and detector strategies for

generation of OC images with normal backscatter- or

forward-scatter detectors (BSD) are referred to in Lloyd

(1987) and Prior et al. (1996). In the present study a standard

four-quadrant semiconductor BSD mounted to the pole

piece of the SEM ®nal lens was used for OC imaging (see

e.g. Fig. 1a) as a basis for discrete orientation measurements

with ECP and EBSP (see Fig. 1b and c).

The SEM used was a CamScan Series 4 instrument with

additional dynamic focus in selected area diffraction mode,

which allowed ECPs to be generated from areas down to ,3

mm. The acceleration voltage was usually 20 kV. By using a

large aperture and spot size, high beam currents between 1

and 20 nA were applied to maximise the backscattered

signal.

The techniques for crystallographic indexing and measuring
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Fig. 1. Experimental: (a) OC image of quartz subgrain microstructure; (b) ECP of quartz close to a-axis; (c) crystallographic indexing of a quartz EBSP.



ECPs and EBSPs, as applied in this study, are reviewed by

Lloyd (1987, 1994), Schmidt and Olesen (1989), Dingley

and Randle (1992), and recently by Humphreys (1999).

3.2. Crystallographic considerations for quartz

As a consequence of Friedel's law, the backscattering

intensity is identical for opposite directions in a crystal, so

that the electron diffraction pattern always displays a centre

of symmetry. Thus, the crystal symmetry is inherently

reduced to Laue group symmetry.

In trigonal quartz (Laue group: �3m), the positive and

negative rhombs r
�
10�11

	
and z

�
01�11

	
are discernible by

the relative intensity of their diffraction bands. The

1a


�1�120

�
and 2a



11�20

�
directions can also be distin-

guished since their constituting diffraction bands appear as

mirror images in the diffraction pattern. Therefore, an

unambiguous crystallographic indexing of quartz to its

true trigonal symmetry is possible. In addition, DauphineÂ

twins, which cannot readily be observed optically (require

additional etching with HF), can be detected owing to their

speci®c orientation relationship, characterised by a 1808 or

the equivalent 608 rotation around [0001]. However, owing

to mirror planes occurring in diffraction patterns of quartz

according to Friedel's law (cf. Olesen and Schmidt, 1990), a

distinction between the left- and right-handed forms and

therefore a detection of Brasil twins is not possible. All

patterns are therefore indexed as right handed by conven-

tion.

3.3. Orientation and misorientation analysis

The microtexture measurements described in this study

were obtained from single crystallite ECP and EBSP

measurements using the channel software (Schmidt and

Olesen, 1989; cf. Fig. 1c) as well as from fully automatic

EBSP measurements using the orientation imaging micro-

scopy (OIM) technique (Adams et al., 1993). Data presenta-

tion of the orientation and misorientation analyses was

performed using programs developed by Farmer (1992)

and Heidelbach (1994), as well as the channel 1 and

the channel 1 ice orientation mapping software from

HKL Technology.

Both the ECP and EBSP techniques provided complete

orientation data in the form of Euler angles, which were

directly transformed into discrete pole ®gures of the main

crystallographic directions c [0001] and a


11�20

�
(1a and

2a were not distinguished in the pole ®gures) and the poles

to the main lattice planes m
�
10�10

	
, r

�
10�11

	
and z

�
01�11

	
.

For some of the more detailed orientation analyses

discussed below these directions and poles were displayed

collectively in single pole ®gures. In order to locate speci®c

maxima in the orientation and misorientation distributions,

the orientation data were also used for calculations of the

orientation distribution function and the misorientation

distribution function (MODF) utilising programs developed

at the Department of Geology and Geophysics, UC Berkeley

(Wenk et al., 1998; Heidelbach et al., 2000).

The misorientations at the crystallite boundaries in quartz

were described by rotation axis/angle pairs, calculated and

displayed directly or via the MODF (Randle, 1992; Engler

et al., 1994). By convention, the misorientation with the

smallest rotation angle (vmin) of all possible equivalents

(six for trigonal crystal symmetry) was always chosen.

The resultant maximum smallest rotation angle for trigonal

quartz is 104.58. For the analyses in this study only the

misorientations between the neighbouring crystallites were

calculated. They represent the `correlated', i.e. the texture-

dependent misorientation distribution (misorientations

calculated between all single crystallites of a sample are

referred to as the `uncorrelated', i.e. the texture-independent

misorientation distribution; see Pospiech et al., 1993). The

misorientation data are displayed by histograms showing

the frequency distribution of rotation angles (v� 1±

104.58), as well as by the distribution of rotation axes related

to the sample coordinates (pole ®gures) and the crystal

coordinates (`inverse' pole ®gures). In contrast to the

`uncorrelated' misorientation distribution of trigonal quartz,

where the histograms usually show a continuous increase of

rotation angles up to 80±908 which then decrease towards

the maximum rotation angle of 104.58, the `correlated'

misorientation distribution shows signi®cant maxima and

minima. These deviations from the `uncorrelated' distribu-

tion can be interpreted as being related to the speci®c

processes operative in the investigated samples (see below).

3.4. Interpretation in terms of slip systems

A concept of interpreting slip systems from misorienta-

tion axes at subgrain boundaries is presented in Fig. 2(a) and

relates to the concepts of Lloyd and Freeman (1994), Lloyd

et al. (1997) and Neumann (1996). It applies to slip due to

edge dislocations resulting in a polygonized subgrain micro-

structure which dominantly consists of tilt boundaries (e.g.

Nicolas and Poirier, 1976), as inferred from the straight and

parallel boundary traces observed in the investigated

samples. The orientation change during the activation of a

single slip system can be described by a simple character-

istic rotation in which the slip plane normal and slip direc-

tion change their orientation along a great circle with its

pole being the rotation axis of the slip system. An example

of a possible orientation change caused by basal ,a . slip

during shear deformation is shown in Fig. 2(a). All other

crystal directions rotate on small circles around this rotation

axis and thereby result in the characteristic pole ®gure

dispersion paths described by Lloyd and Freeman (1994).

The rotation axis for each slip system has a constant crystal-

lographic orientation which corresponds to the rotation axis

of the misorientation between the crystallites involved.

Fig. 2(a) and (b) shows the major slip systems in quartz

with their associated rotation axes, as well as their represen-

tation in an `inverse' misorientation pole ®gure. An inherent
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problem with this approach is that the standard error in the

orientation measurement has an increasing effect on misor-

ientations with small rotation angles (,,108) and causes

the rotation axes for these misorientations to be less well

de®ned (Prior, 1999). However, by the use of larger misor-

ientation data sets this problem is reduced so that statisti-

cally signi®cant clustering in the data can be interpreted in

the way described above (cf. Fig. 8).

4. Results

4.1. Metaquartzites (quartz recrystallisation by dominant

GBM)

Across the different grain size domains in the investigated

sample a general texture strengthening with increasing aver-

age quartz grain sizes due to grain growth was observed.

The grain-size variations in these domains are proportional

to the variable muscovite content and result from GBM

inhibition of quartz by the muscovite grains. They indicate

different rates of recrystallisation but are interpreted here as

a model for different stages in the quartz recrystallisation or

grain-growth history which have been `frozen in'. The

`development' of microstructures and textures is documen-

ted below by comparing the two end members within the

sample, the ®ne-grained Domain 1 (with ,8 vol.% musco-

vite) and the coarse-grained Domain 2 (with ,3 vol.%

muscovite).

4.1.1. Microstructures and textures

Fig. 3 gives an overview of the quartz microstructures
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Fig. 2. Concept of interpreting slip systems from misorientation axes at subgrain boundaries generated by simple slip (valid for tilt boundaries): (a) possible

orientation change due to basal ,a . slip during simple shear deformation, and orientation of rotation axes of the most common slip systems of a quartz

single crystal; (b) inverse pole ®gure with the orientation of crystal directions and rotation axes for common crystal slip systems in quartz.



(sketch drawings) and textures derived from manual EBSP

measurements (quartz-c- and -a-axis pole ®gures) encoun-

tered in the two investigated domains. An example of the

quartz microstructure from a montage of OC images taken

in the SEM is shown in Fig. 4. Both domains exhibit a

completely recrystallised quartz microstructure with highly

variable grain sizes from 50 mm up to 5 mm, documenting

extensive grain growth. GBM is indicated by the irregular

grain shapes and the abundance of concave/convex grain

boundaries, as well as characteristic GBM microstructures

(e.g. `pinning', `window' and `left-over grains': see Jessell,

1987; Neumann, 1996). A coarse polygonal subgrain micro-

structure with variable subgrain sizes ranging from 50 mm

up to 1 mm and straight subgrain boundaries is pervasively

developed (cf. Figs. 4 and 10a). The muscovite grains are

dispersed across the quartz microstructure and occur both

along the quartz grain boundaries where they often show

pinning of once-mobile quartz grain boundaries, as well as

overgrown within the larger grains. From the microstruc-

tural observations above, a dynamic grain growth due to

extensive GBM appears to be the dominant process for

the microstructural development in quartz. Dynamic recrys-

tallisation is interpreted as having occurred under high-

temperature/low-stress conditions.

Domain 1 (®ne) exhibits the lowest average and maxi-

mum grain size (230 mm and 1.6 mm circle-equivalent

diameter, respectively) which relates to the weakest bulk

texture observed within the sample (Fig. 3). The quartz c-

axes are mainly distributed along a single oblique girdle

with a dominant maximum closer to the centre (12 mud)

and another maximum closer to the periphery of the pole

®gure. Together with another isolated maximum on the

periphery of the pole ®gure, the distribution resembles a

relic cross-girdle distribution. Although the textures show
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Fig. 3. Microstructural sketches, quartz-c- and a-axes pole ®gures derived from manual EBSP measurements in Domain 1 (®ne grained) and Domain 2 (coarse

grained) of recrystallised metaquartzites.

Fig. 4. Montage of OC images characteristic for a microstructure encoun-

tered in Domain 2.



a triclinic symmetry and therefore indicate a complex defor-

mation history, the quartz-c-axis texture pattern implies a

dextral sense of shear during texture formation which was

probably already established prior to the observed grain

growth in the sample.

Domain 2 (coarse) shows the highest average and maxi-

mum grain size (450 mm and 3.0 mm circle-equivalent

diameter, respectively) which relates to the strongest bulk

texture of all investigated domains (Fig. 3). The quartz-c-

axis texture is similar to the one in Domain 1, but with a

prominent strengthening of the maxima at the expense of the

overall girdle distribution. These dominant maxima are

termed I, II and III according to their relative strengthening

as compared with the c-axis texture in Domain 1. Max. I

shows the most conspicuous increase in intensity and

becomes the dominant maximum (20 mud). Max. II also

shows an increase (but which is less pronounced than

Max. I), whereas Max. III and the overall girdle distribution

decrease in intensity.

In both domains, the quartz-a-axes describe in principle

single crystal distributions around the dominant quartz-c-

axis maxima, with an associated relative strengthening.

The different tendencies for growth and consumption can

also be con®rmed on the grain scale from axes distribution

analyses [Achsenverteilungsanalysen (AVA), after Sander,

1950] of c-axes, as well as from the analysis of movement

directions of grain boundaries between grains of the differ-

ent texture maxima, deduced from characteristic GBM

microstructures (cf. Neumann, 1996). Orientation maps

generated from automated EBSP measurements are

discussed below.

4.1.2. Misorientations

Fig. 5 shows a plot of crystal directions and misorienta-

tion axes of subgrains from within a single large grain of

Domain 2 in exemplary fashion. The diagrams display a

typical clustering of crystal directions, as well as a strong

spread of misorientation axes with low rotation angles ,58.
Even though rotation axes with small rotation angles ,108
are not well con®ned in orientation (see above), it appears

that the axes in this example align in a non-random fashion.

They can be attributed to a great circle which is perpen-

dicular to one of the a-axes clusters in the pole ®gure (cf.

Fig. 5).

Following the model for interpreting crystal slip systems

described in Fig. 2, which appears to be applicable owing

to the strong alignment of straight boundaries in the

polygonised subgrain microstructure (cf. Figs. 4 and 10a),

the slip systems which are most likely to be responsible for

the distribution of rotation axes are indicated in Fig. 5. In

this example of a single-grain domain with an orientation

within Max. I, dominant prism- and rhomb-slip along the

a-axis perpendicular to the rotation axis great circle can be

deduced (similar to other grains of the same orientation).

More conclusive data from statistically signi®cant analyses

applying automated EBSP measurements are presented

below (cf. Figs. 7 and 8).

Fig. 6 shows the frequency distribution of misorientation

angles resulting from the automated EBSP measurements

presented in Fig. 7(a) and (b). The histograms of the

two investigated domains are relatively similar, apart

from a reduction in the total number of misorientations

due to the general reduction of boundary area during grain

growth.

The misorientation histograms show two distinct

maxima. A ®rst sharp peak occurs at very low rotation

angles (,58) and is related to misorientations at subgrain

boundaries. Another sharp peak at 608 is associated with

rotation axes in [0001] and represents DauphineÂ twin

boundaries, which are frequently observed in the orienta-

tions maps of Fig. 7(a) and (b). This peak is relatively

reduced in Domain 2, which may indicate a consumption

of twin boundaries during grain growth. All other rotation

angles at high-angle grain boundaries show a relatively

uniform frequency distribution ranging up to 958 and

decreasing from there towards the maximum angle of

104.58. In contrast to an `uncorrelated' misorientation

distribution, which predicts an overall decrease of high-

angle boundaries with angles . 608, the frequency of rota-

tion angles between 658 and 958 here is even slightly

enhanced. This can be explained by the high-angle misor-

ientations of grain boundaries between the dominant texture

maxima which are separated by appropriate angles,

although they do not show signi®cant maxima in misorien-

tation space.

However, the most conspicuous feature in the histo-

grams is the transition `gap' at 5±158, which covers the

transition between low- and high-angle grain boundaries. It

appears that the subgrain boundaries are not able to

develop rotation angles .58 before they are replaced by
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Fig. 5. Orientation and misorientation characteristics of neighbouring

subgrains within a single grain domain showing a typical clustering of

crystallographic poles/directions (c, a, m, r, z) and spread of subgrain

misorientation axes (1±58). The overlay indicates the orientation of possi-

ble slip systems and their respective rotation axes (domain orientation

associated with Max. I, cf. Fig. 7a and b).



high-angle boundaries. The possible reasons for this will be

discussed later.

4.1.3. `Orientation maps' from automatic EBSP

measurements

Orientation maps generated from automated EBSP

measurements applying the OIM technique (Adams et al.,

1993; Kunze et al., 1994) are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b).

The maps resemble the traditional approach for a AVA of

quartz-c-axes, but are based on complete crystallographic

orientations and misorientations calculated from the EBSP

data.

The different shadings of grains within the orientation

maps refer to Max. I, II and III of the quartz-c-axis texture.

Together with the other crystal directions these maxima

approximate single crystal orientations and can thus be

described as discrete texture components in orientation

space (Euler space). All orientation measurements which

fall into these maxima with an orientation difference (i.e.

misorientation angle) of less than 308 were shaded appro-

priately. The unshaded areas represent grains with an

orientation difference of more than 308 to the dominant

texture components, i.e. grains which represent the rest

distribution.

Comparing Domain 1 with Domain 2, the orientation

maps clearly show a growth of grain areas associated with

Max. I and II, as well as a decrease of grain areas associated

with Max. III and the relic c-axis girdle distribution. The area

increase (.1) or decrease (,1) was determined by image

analysis and quanti®ed to a factor of 2.0 for Max. I, 1.4 for

Max. II, 0.8 for Max. III and 0.5 for the rest distribution.

The pole ®gures displayed underneath the maps show

similar tendencies in the strengthening of the appropriate

c-axis maxima: factor 3.6 for Max. I, 2.3 for Max. II and

1.2 for Max. III. The pole ®gures derived from bulk neutron

texture measurements performed on the same specimen

document an excellent correlation with the automatically

sampled discrete EBSP texture data (see pole ®gures at

the bottom of Fig. 7a and b).

Also noticeable is the appearance of the DauphineÂ twins

interpenetrating the other grains with complex shapes. Their

boundaries also appear to be mobile and often display simi-

lar characteristic GBM microstructures to the normal high-

angle grain boundaries.

Fig. 8 shows misorientation distributions of subgrain

boundaries (1±7.58) in Domain 1 con®ned to the texture

components of Max. I (representing the growing grains)

and Max. III (representing the shrinking grains) calculated

from the MODF (see above). Despite the small angular

misorientations, the diagrams show statistically signi®cant

clusters, which can be interpreted in terms of active slip

systems following the interpretation model in Fig. 2(b).

The misorientation diagrams of Max. I show a generally

stronger clustering and higher overall maxima than those

related to Max. III. The maxima are well con®ned to only

two dominant clusters close to the c- and r-poles which

indicate strong slip in ,a . on basal and rhomb planes

(cf. Fig. 2b). In contrast, the misorientation diagrams related

to Max. III show a more complex distribution with a lower

overall maximum, indicative of a simultaneous activation of

various interacting slip systems.

4.1.4. Pattern quality and subgrain microstructure

Apart from orientation data, the automatic EBSP analyses

also provide a numerical ®gure for each orientation

measurement, which speci®es the pattern quality of each

EBSP based on the contrast difference between a given

number of bright diffraction bands and the overall contrast

level (band contrast). The pattern quality ®gure, although

normalised, is not completely orientation independent, but

gives a qualitative measure of the lattice strains within the

measured crystallites. Fig. 9 shows an example of such a

pattern quality map. As in other pattern quality maps of the

investigated samples an inverse correlation between internal

strain and grain growth can be observed (cf. Neumann,

1996). The growing grains of Max. I and II display a

generally higher EBSP quality than the shrinking grains

associated with Max. III and the rest distribution. Further-

more, the growing grains have a lower internal contrast

variation due to a lower density of dislocation clusters and

subgrain boundaries.

The above observations on the pattern quality micro-

structure correlate well with observations on the optical
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Fig. 6. Histograms showing the frequency distribution of misorientation

angles calculated from the automated EBSP measurements in both domains

of the metaquartzite sample (cf. Fig. 7a and b).
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Fig. 7. Orientation maps generated by automated EBSP measurements. The different grey level shadings of grains within the orientation map refer to the

dominant c-axis maxima or texture components I, II and III (maximum orientation difference of 308). The boundaries levels refer to grain boundaries (.108,

thin lines) and DauphineÂ twin boundaries (608 ^ 2.58, thick lines). The corresponding c-, a-, m-, r- and z-pole ®gures from EBSP and neutron texture

measurements are compared at the bottom of the ®gures. (a) Domain 1 (®ne grained) and (b) Domain 2 (coarse grained) of recrystallised metaquartzites.
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Fig. 7. (continued)



microstructure shown in Fig. 10. An AVA of quartz-c-axes,

based on the tracing of grains and subgrains from an optical

micrograph in Domain 2, shows grains from all c-axis Max

I, II and III (Fig. 10a). The grains associated with Max. I and

II are generally bigger and show a lower density of

subgrains with parallel, widely spaced and straight bound-

aries. In contrast, the grains related to Max. III are smaller

and display a higher density of closely spaced subgrain

boundaries with a more irregular distribution. The strong

alignment of subgrain boundaries within grains of Max. I

results in a strong peak in the rose diagrams obtained from

image analysis (see Fig. 10b), being inclined to the left at

358. The subgrain boundaries of Max. II and III only form a

small peak at ,408 to the right.

The observations above document that, besides the

general texture strengthening with increasing average

grain sizes, the grain growth is strongly selective. Grains

of the texture components Max. I and II grow preferentially

at the expense of the grains with orientations in Max. III and

the girdle distribution. The mechanisms and driving forces

responsible for this are discussed in Section 5.

4.2. Quartz ribbon-bearing mylonites (quartz

recrystallisation by dominant subgrain rotation)

4.2.1. Microstructures and textures

Fig. 11 gives an overview of the quartz ribbon micro-

structures (sketch drawings) and textures derived from

manual ECP measurements (quartz-c- and -a-axis pole

®gures) in the two investigated end-member samples from

the low-strain margin and the high-strain centre of the shear

zone. Fig. 12 shows two characteristic microstructural

domains from these samples in a montage of OC images

taken in the SEM. The quartz ribbons in the margin of the

shear zone are up to 2 mm wide and 2 cm long, and show a

coarsely recrystallised microstructure due to GBM (100±

500 mm) which is inherited from an earlier high-temperature

deformation. The thicker quartz ribbons already show espe-

cially the beginnings of dynamic recrystallisation and grain

re®nement along the ribbon margins and grain boundaries.

Moreover, elongated small subgrains and dynamically
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Fig. 8. Example of subgrain misorientation distributions from automated EBSP measurements (left: pole ®gures related to sample coordinates s and L; right:

`inverse' pole ®gures related to crystal coordinates). Comparison of MODF at low-angle misorientations (v � 1±7.58) for Max. I (growing) and Max. II

(shrinking) within Domain 1.

Fig. 9. Microstructural map obtained by automated EBSP measurements,

based on the recorded pattern quality of each diffraction pattern (EBSP

band contrast); shading ranges from good quality (bright grey levels) to

poor quality (dark grey levels) patterns. The overlay labels I, II, III and R

refer to the different texture components and `Rest' distribution. Note the

overall darker grey levels of Max. III and R compared with Max. I and II.

However, owing to a certain orientation dependence of pattern quality and

differing orientations of up to 308 within each texture component, the

relative pattern qualities between the texture components are not always

unambiguous.



recrystallised grains (5±50 mm) concentrate in characteris-

tic internal domains of several-hundred-micrometres thick-

ness, inclined at 35±458 to the mylonitic foliation, which

occur in irregular intervals along the ribbons. The smaller

quartz ribbons and isolated quartz in the feldspar matrix

often consist of only a few or even single grains without

signi®cant substructures, indicating less strain build-up.

With increasing shear deformation the quartz ribbons

become further elongated and ¯attened, with subgrain

formation and dynamic recrystallisation continuously

developing along their entire length. At the centre of the

shear zone the strongly deformed, thin (100±300 mm)

quartz ribbons show a pervasive ®ne-grained (,5±50 mm)

microstructure with a similarly oblique shape fabric at 35±

458 to the mylonitic foliation.

The observed quartz microstructures in the ribbons indi-

cate low-temperature and high-stress conditions during the

late stage of deformation within the mylonites.

Sample 1 (low strain) shows the weakest bulk texture

observed within the sample suite. The quartz c-axes (Fig.

11) represent an asymmetric cross-girdle distribution with a

dominant maximum in the centre of the pole ®gure (10

mud). Together with an a-axis maximum close to the linea-

tion and perpendicular to the sinistrally inclined c-axis

girdle, the texture implies a sinistral sense of shear in corre-

spondence to ®eld and fabric observations. It has to be noted

that the ECP measurements were mainly concentrated on

the thicker quartz ribbons, which show stronger indications

of internal deformation and beginning recrystallisation.

Their texture is already dominated by the quartz-c-axis

maximum in the centre of the pole ®gure. In contrast, the

smaller quartz ribbons and matrix grains, which appear to be
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Fig. 10. Optical (subgrain) microstructure: (a) sketch map with boundaries and shading related to orientations in quartz-c-axis pole ®gure; (b) rose diagrams

resulting from image analysis and showing the orientation distribution of boundary traces and maximum diameters.
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Fig. 11. Microstructural sketches, quartz-c- and a-axis pole ®gures derived from manual EBSP measurements in sample 1 (low strain) and sample 2 (high

strain) of quartz-ribbon mylonites.

Fig. 12. Montage of OC images characteristic for a microstructure encountered in (a) sample 1 (low strain) and (b) sample 2 (high strain) of quartz-ribbon

mylonites.



relatively strain free, often represent the girdle texture

components but are statistically underrepresented in the

measurements. Therefore, the textures do not completely

represent the overall bulk texture of the lower strain

samples, as measured with other techniques (see Dornbusch,

1995; Neumann, 1996), and indicate a strongly domainal

texture development and strain partitioning among the

different ribbon domains.

Sample 2 (high strain) shows the strongest bulk texture of

the sample suite. In contrast to sample 1, the quartz-c-axes

are clustered in the dominant maximum in the centre of the

pole ®gure (28 mud). The quartz-a-axis maximum is more

pronounced and now aligned with the lineation (cf. Fig. 11).

This texture and accompanied recrystallisation microstruc-

ture is pervasively developed across all quartz ribbon

domains.

4.2.2. Misorientations

Fig. 13 shows an example of a plot of crystal directions

and misorientation axes of subgrains from a characteristic

oblique microfabric domain within a quartz ribbon. The

diagrams display typical dispersions of the crystal direc-

tions, as well as a clustering of misorientation axes with

low rotation angles (,158) close to the centre of the pole

®gure.

Following the interpretation model of Fig. 2, which is

similarly applicable owing to the strong shape fabric of

the polygonised subgrain microstructure, the slip systems

responsible for the distribution of rotation axes are indicated

in Fig. 13. The example domain approximates a single grain

with strong axial dispersion of its constituting subgrains

with a c-axis orientation close to the centre of the pole

®gure. This orientation is present in both samples and there-

fore believed to be a stable orientation during dynamic

recrystallisation. The clustering of rotation axes as well as

the axial dispersion paths indicate dominant prism- and

rhomb-slip related to two different a-axes on the periphery

of the pole ®gure.

Fig. 14 shows the frequency distribution of misorienta-

tion angles calculated from all neighbouring crystallites

within each sample obtained via manual ECP measure-

ments. The misorientation histograms from the two investi-

gated samples show signi®cant differences.

The histogram of sample 1 (low strain) shows a strong

peak at low rotation angles (,158) indicative of the

misorientations at subgrain boundaries but which is broader

than the peak observed in the diagrams of the metaquartzite

samples (cf. Fig. 6). The smoother slope of the peak towards

higher rotation angles indicates a continuous transition from

low- to high-angle boundaries. The other conspicuous peak

close to 608 is again associated with rotation axes in [0001]

and represents DauphineÂ twin boundaries. None of the other

angles shows any signi®cant accumulation.

In contrast, the histogram of sample 2 (high strain) shows

a more randomised distribution of misorientations with a

decrease of the low-angle and DauphineÂ twin peaks,

together with an increase of high-angle boundaries between

10 and 608. This can be interpreted in terms of a progressive

formation of high-angle boundaries due to the continuous

rotation of subgrains. In both cases a low frequency of high-

angle boundaries (.608) is evident.

The observations above document that the texture

development is strongly domainal. The development

occurs due to strain partitioning within the different quartz
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Fig. 13. Orientation and misorientation characteristics of neighbouring

subgrains within a single grain ribbon domain showing a typical clustering

of crystallographic poles/directions (c, a, m, r, z) and spread of subgrain

misorientation axes (1±158). The overlay indicates the orientation of possi-

ble slip systems and their respective rotation axes (domain orientation

associated with dominant c-axis maximum in the centre of the pole ®gure).

Fig. 14. Histograms showing the frequency distribution of misorientation

angles calculated from the manual ECP measurements in both samples of

the mylonite sequence.



ribbon domains and characteristic internal microfabric

domains. Also in this case the dynamic recrystallisation

is strongly selective. Grains with an orientation close to

the strong c-axis maximum in the centre of the pole ®gure

appear to deform by `easy slip' but keep their c-axis

orientation constant owing to the speci®c operation of

slip systems, whereas other grain orientations are continu-

ously changed by the subgrain rotation recrystallisation.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The investigations presented above clearly show that the

applied SEM electron diffraction techniques (OC imaging,

ECP and EBS techniques) are a suitable set of tools to study

the mechanisms and the in¯uence of recrystallisation on

texture development in naturally deformed quartz poly-

crystals. Furthermore, they are well suited to investigate

the homogeneity as well as the development of textures

and microstructures down to the grain and subgrain scale.

It was found that the microstructural and textural

changes within the quartz fabric of both investigated

sample series have been signi®cantly in¯uenced by

dynamic recrystallisation. The microstructural observa-

tions, in conjunction with analyses of local orientation

relationships on the subgrain level, allow criteria to be

established which unambiguously characterise the domi-

nant recrystallisation process.

In the case of dynamic recrystallisation by dominant

GBM a characteristic statistical low between 5 and 158 in

the frequency distribution of misorientation angles, i.e. at

the transition from low- to high-angle grain boundaries, is

clearly observed. This `transition gap' as well as a similar

relative frequency of subgrain boundary misorientations in

the ®ne and coarse domains are indicative of a continuous

formation and consumption of subgrain boundaries during

dynamic grain growth. It appears that most subgrain bound-

aries are not able to develop misorientations .58 at the

generally high boundary mobility under low stresses and

high deformation temperatures. The `transition gap' may

thus document a preferential removal of boundaries in the

5±158 range owing to the lower migration rate compared

with the high-angle boundaries .158, which is well known

from studies on metals (e.g. Poirier, 1985). Hence, there is

no formation of new grain boundaries but an extensive

migration of existing boundaries.

In contrast, dynamic recrystallisation by subgrain rotation

is characterised by a continuous transition from 0 to .108 in

the frequency distribution of misorientation angles, i.e. at

the transition from low- to high-angle grain boundaries. The

reason for this may be a high continuous build-up of

dislocations under relatively high stresses and high

deformation temperatures, leading to a progressive rotation

of the subgrains. Towards higher misorientations of the

subgrain boundaries, recrystallised grain boundaries are

formed.

In both investigated sample suites a general texture

strengthening with speci®c grain orientations being

preferred during crystal plastic deformation and recrystalli-

sation can be observed. It was found that the texture

development during dynamic recrystallisation is evidently

controlled by a differential activation of slip systems in

grains of `soft' and `hard' orientations.

The `soft' orientations (the Max. I and II texture com-

ponents in the metaquartzites and the orientations with a

central c-axis maximum in the quartz-ribbon mylonites)

show the following characteristic features:

² well-de®ned misorientation axis clusters and simple axial

dispersion paths which are indicative of `easy slip' on a

dominant slip system;

² a preferred alignment of subgrain boundary traces

perpendicular to the dominant slip direction;

² a low density of widely spaced, straight subgrain bound-

aries and a higher ECP or EBSP pattern quality indicative

of lower internal strain energies.

The `hard' orientations (orientations deviating from the

dominant texture components and pole ®gure maximum), in

contrast, show:

² complex misorientation axis distributions or axial disper-

sion paths which indicate various interacting slip

systems;

² no or less preferred alignment of subgrain boundary

traces;

² a complex subgrain microstructure and lower ECP or

EBSP pattern quality indicative of higher internal strain

energies.

As a result the `soft' grain orientations `succeed' during

subgrain rotation and/or grow preferentially during grain

growth by GBM at the expense of the `hard' grain orientations.

Hence, these results give consistent answers to the question

of whether `soft' or `hard' grain orientations are preferred

during crystal plastic deformation and recrystallisation,

which has been controversially discussed in the literature

(cf. Urai et al., 1986; Knipe and Law, 1987; Karato, 1988;

Gleason et al., 1993). Furthermore, they show the signi®-

cance of qualitatively identifying relative internal strain

energies of speci®c grain orientations by means of: (1) the

quality of the analysed ECP or EBSP (a qualitative measure

of relative dislocation densities); (2) the relative density of

subgrain boundaries; (3) the relative abundance of subgrain

misorientations.

For the determination of speci®c crystal slip systems

which are responsible for the observed axial dispersion

patterns and subgrain misorientation distributions, the inter-

pretative model in Fig. 2 was used. The model is strictly

con®ned to polygonised subgrain microstructures with

straight boundaries indicative of a dominant proportion of

tilt boundaries.
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Apart from the determination of slip systems, the detailed

analysis of distribution and degree of preferred subgrain

misorientations provides evidence for those crystallo-

graphic orientations which are preferred for `easy slip'

and which are therefore not able to build up high internal

strain energies. These data, as well as an unambiguous

distinction of the recrystallisation processes, are of vital

importance for a quantitative modelling of texture develop-

ment during recrystallisation (Jessell and Lister, 1990;

Wenk et al., 1997). Similar data could be incorporated

into future research and may contribute to a better under-

standing of the texture development in recrystallised quartz

polycrystals.

Beside intracrystalline slip and recrystallisation, the in¯u-

ence of twinning after the DauphineÂ law was also investi-

gated. The DauphineÂ twins observed within the samples are

complex interpenetration twins and presumably generated

as growth twins during the phase transition between high

and low quartz (cf. Frondel, 1962; Barber and Wenk, 1991).

It was shown that the population of DauphineÂ twins is

gradually reduced with progressive deformation (quartz-

ribbon mylonites) or grain growth (metaquartzites). This,

together with observations of migrating twin boundaries

as well as of a penetrative deformation in both hosts and

twins, clearly indicated a generation of twins prior to the

deformation. There are no indications for a generation of

preferred orientation for slip due to the twin operation, so

that a mechanical origin for the twins (cf. Tullis and Tullis,

1972) and a possible in¯uence on texture development can

clearly be discarded.

The frequency and spatial distribution of high-angle

misorientations does not provide any evidence for a

preferred mobility or stability of speci®c grain boundaries

during dynamic recrystallisation. Further input on the

signi®cance of preferred high-angle misorientations may

come from future analyses applying the coincident site

lattice model (cf. McLaren, 1986).
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